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The model “Boomer”
is based on a new
hooking to the car mirror. It has been especially projected for the
convex-shaped mirrors.
The Boomer-S, has
the following characteristics:
- the straps are fixed in the mirror with the help of three silicon discs; these discs prevent the straps
from slipping off ;
- we have added a adjustable strap, that
helps to fix our mirror to the most difficult
mirrorhead.
The « Boomer-S » line has 4 models, depending on the glass.
Standard (white glass):
- S025: Boomer-S with plan standard glass;
- S026: Boomer-S with convex standard
glass.
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Deluxe (blue tinted-glass):
- S027: Boomer-S with plan blue-tinted glass;
- S028: Boomer-S with convex blue-tinted
glass.
It is supplied in a 2 piece kit.
.

LONG ARM
The mirror of the « Boomer-S » line
can be equipped with the long arm.
The long arm is necessary only if the
caravan is very wider than the car.
The long arm is recommended when
the caravan is wider than 235 cm; it
is always recommended when the
difference between the caravan and
the car overcomes the 48 cm.
With the long arm the item has the
same code + " / L " :
- S025/L
S028/L

- S026/L

- S027/L

-

It is supplied in a 2 piece kit.

MAGNETIC SUPPORT ANTI-VIBRATIONS
The mirror of the line « Boomer-S / L» can be equipped also with the magnetic antivibrations arm (code 2492). The result is very appreciated by the drivers of multipurpose motor vehicles on uneven ways. Also crossing vehicles of great dimensions, like the “roadtrains”, the effect of the movement of the air is well prevented by the “Big Red.”

The « Boomer-S / L» with the magnetic anti-vibrations arm have the following codes::
S071: S025/L + magnetic support;
S072: S026/L + magnetic support;
S073: S027/L + magnetic support;
S074: S028/L + magnetic support;
It is supplied in a 2 piece kit.

ORIGINAL

Deluxe
Special Mirror
Deluxe
is the rear-view
mirror that guarantees excellent
back visibility.
It is easily fitted
and has an excellent finish: it
reduces the vibrations produced by normal rear-view mirrors to
a minimum.
The blue tinged mirror and the well coated steel support arm
make this an extremely functional and elegant car accessory.
If fits to the shape of a great number of rear-view mirrors thanks
to the band anchoring system, treated with synthetic non-rubber
materials which do not deteriorate.
It is easy to handle and adjust from inside the car.
It is supplied in a 2 piece kit.

ORIGINAL

Standard
Special Mirror:
This mirror is made of excellent materials and can be easily
fitted to a
great number of rearview mirrors of various design.
It resists
stresses
and shocks
to assure
excellent
functionality and a wide range of visibility guaranteeing a
considerable reduction in vibra-tion at the same time.
The carefully well coated support arm and the anchoring support arm made of synthetic non-rubber
material guarantees long product life. It is easily adjusted from inside the car.
It is supplied in a 2 piece kit.

Codes:
- S001: Special Mirror with plan
standard glass;
- S002: Special Mirror with convex
standard glass.
- S011: Special Mirror with plan
blue-tinted glass;
S012: Special Mirror with
convex blue-tinted glass.
It is supplied in a 2 piece kit.

Magnetic support
This product represents a real innovation
for the convenience and safety of rearview mirrors for campers or caravans and
trolleys of all kinds.
It reduces effectively the vibrations and is
practical and rapid to fit.
It adapts to the curves of the bodywork
and thanks to the non-scratch protection of
the magnet, it guarantees maximum safety
for your car's bodywork. It can be adjusted
from inside the car and is practical to use:
its extreme functionality makes this a
unique product of its kind.
The refined design of the powder-coated
arm and the maximum quality of the materials used, make it an extremely reliable
product.
It is supplied in a 1 piece kit or in a 2
pieces kit.

Codici:
- 2492: 1 piece kit
- 2493: 2 pieces kit.
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